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A B S T R A C T

In order to study the substrate influence in Mg ferrite properties, thin films were simultaneously grown by DC
magnetron sputtering on different substrates (MgO (100) and SrTiO3 (100)). In both cases samples show high
values of saturation magnetization and Curie temperatures above room temperature. While in the case of the
sample grown on MgO the hysteresis loops indicate the existence of more than one ferrimagnetic component and
lower value of remanence to saturation ratio, the deposited one on SrTiO3 is mono-component and has a rec-
tangular-shape magnetic loop at all temperatures below 300 K. The difference is attributed to different micro-
structures due to the misfit strain caused by the different lattice constants between substrates and ferrite. The
electric transport and photoconductivity properties have been investigated on both samples. Thin film growth on
STO presents an increase around 40% of the photoconductance in the near UV range. The photocurrent shows
two clear onsets that coincide with the indirect and direct band gaps of STO indicating the important role of this
substrate in the generation of photo carriers.

1. Introduction

Technological advances have driven the interest and demands in the
research of new materials, which show different structural, magneto-
electric and magneto-optic properties with applications in the elec-
tronic industry. In this trail, transition metal oxides have received
considerable attention due to its incredible variety of functional prop-
erties. From the simple binary oxides to the more complex ternary
compounds, their behaviors span a wide range from insulating to
semiconducting or metallic, exhibiting phenomena such as ferroelec-
tricity, magnetism, colossal magnetoresistance or high temperature
superconductivity. The extreme sensitivity of these properties to
structural distortions and crystal chemistry offers many routes to con-
trolling and engineering new functionalities. Perhaps even more sti-
mulating is the possibility of combining the properties of individual
oxides into various heterostructures, creating artificial multifunctional
materials. Although such systems exploit bulk properties of the con-
stituents, the interfaces between them play a crucial role. It is at in-
terfaces that different properties couple, phases compete, and

sometimes totally new and surprising phenomena appear such as giant
magnetoresistence [1], magnetism in non-magnetic layers [2], two-di-
mensional electron gas [3,4].

One family of transition metal oxides that has received considerable
attention are the ferrite systems with spinel structure. Due to nanoscale
effects and the high cation distribution dependency to the synthesis
process, ferrites system found a wide range of applications: magnetic
storage and imaging devices, magnetic sensors, high density storage
devices [[5] and references there in], magnetic assisted drug delivery,
magnetic hyperthermia treatment [6], pigments [7], environmental
remediation [8] etc. Also, there are important modifications in ferrite
nanosystems due to interface influences and strain induced during
fabrication. For example, is it possible obtained more stable magnetic
systems [9,10], samples with enhanced photoluminiscence [11,12],
good electrochemical activity [13], etc. As is well known, MFe2O4 (M:
transition metal) spinel structures present two kinds of oxygen co-
ordination sites: tetrahedral sites, where the ion is surrounded by four
oxygen atoms (A-Sites) and the octahedral sites, where the ion is sur-
rounded by six oxygen atoms (B-Sites). Depending of the number of Fe
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ion in A sites (FeA), this system can be normal spinel (FeA=0), mixed
spinel (0< <FeA 1) or inverted spinel (FeA=1). In particular, magnesium
ferrite MgFe2O4 (MgFO), with a mixed spinel structure (∼FeA=0.1), is
a promising candidate for spintronic applications due to it is a soft
ferrimagnetic n-type semiconductor with a high Curie temperature ( ∼TC
710 K). Other important aspects are its high sensitivity to humidity
[14], chemical stability and a band gap of 2.0 eV, making it a promising
candidate for a wide range of applications in, e.g., heterogeneous cat-
alysis [15], sensors [16], organic contaminants [17], lithium ion bat-
teries [18], photo-electrochemical water splitting method [19].

Although epitaxial MgFO thin films (TF) are of great interest from
both fundamental and practical perspectives, relatively little attention
has been paid to the study of these systems. Some studies of epitaxial
MgFO films growth on STO [20], sapphire [21] and MgO [22] by pulsed
laser deposition, and molecular beam epitaxy were reported in litera-
ture. In all cases ferrimagnetic TF, whith saturation magnetization be-
tween 115 and 195 emu/cm3, coercitivities between 200 and 700 Oe
and high magnetic anisotropy were obtained. In the case of MgFO de-
posited on STO [20] TFs present negative magnetoresistance attributed
to the presence of anti-phase boundaries. In these published articles,
authors study how magnetic and/or transport properties are influenced
by the fabrication conditions mainly, oxygen pressure, TF thickness and
post annealing treatment. However, there are no reports of the influ-
ence of the interface with substrate in this kind of systems.

In this work, we present a study of MgFO thin films that were
growth simultaneously in two different substrates: SrTiO3 (STO) and
MgO, in order to study the influence of these interfaces in its structural,
magnetic and transport properties. The topography, cation distribution,
magnetic response with applied field and temperature and transport
and photoconductivity behavior were studied. In all cases transparent,
ferrimagnetic (with high TC) and semiconductor thin films were ob-
tained. The sample grown on STO presents a highly square magnetic
loop, an important photoconductivity response and strong evidences
that conduction is partially through the STO substrate.

2. Experimental details

The magnesium ferrite thin films were deposited on two different
substrates, (100) MgO and (100) STO (MgFO-MgO and MgFO-STO)
simultaneously, by DC sputtering using Fe and Mg metallic targets
under oxygen atmosphere. The samples consist of 5 bilayers of 6 nm Fe-
O and 2.2 nm Mg-O films each, with a total thickness of approximately
41 nm. The multilayer films were grown starting with a base pressure of

×
−2 10 7 mTorr and an operation pressure of 15mTorr under Ar and O

gas flow at 24ml/min and 1ml/min, respectively. The supplied DC
power was 200 Watts. The deposition was carried out at a substrate
temperature of 973 K in order to favour the interlayer diffusion.
Deposition rates were 0.07 Å/s and 0.65 Å/s for Fe-O and Mg-O mono-
layers, respectively. To compare the structural and magnetic properties
of the films with those of a bulk system, a bulk MgFe2O4 sample was
synthesized using a ceramic method, i.e. MgO and Fe2O3 powders were
mixed in a ratio 1: 1 using an agate mortar and pressed and calcinated
at 1000 OC during 10 h in air.

The films were structurally characterized using X-ray Diffraction
(XRD). XRD patterns were recorded by −θ θ2 scans with CuKα radiation
( =λ 0.15406 nm). Topographical features of the thin films were ana-
lysed by Atomic Force Microscopy images using a NT-MDT SMENA
Solver-PRO configured in tapping mode. The elemental analysis was
performed by Energy Dispersive X ray Spectroscopy (EDX). The mea-
surements were carried out at 20 kV acceleration voltage using a
Quanta SEM FEI Microscope, equipped with EDX. X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements at K and L2,3- Fe and Ti edges and X
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at L2,3-Fe edge were per-
formed in the beamlines of the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory-
LNLS (Campinas, Brazil). Fe and Ti K-edge XAS measurements were
performed at XAFS2 beam line in transmission mode. Fe L2,3 XAS and

XMCD measurements were realized in the Planar Grating
Monochromator (PGM) beamlines. XMCD measurements were carried
out using circularly polarized light and applied magnetic field between
± 0.6 T. The absorption data were collected in the Total Electron Yield
(TEY) mode. More details about the general protocol used in the XMCD
measurement see [23,24]. Both, XAS and XMCD measurements were
performed at room temperature. In order to analyse these results, we
also performed XAS measurements to Fe oxides references powders as
FeO, Fe3O4 and −α Fe2O3.

The magnetic properties were studied using a Quantum Design
MPMS superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag-
netometer. Magnetization field hysteresis loops were obtained at 5 K,
10 K, 100 K and 300 K and temperature hysteresis by Zero Field Cooling
and Field Cooling curves (ZFC-FC) with an applied field of 50 Oe. Also,
vibrating sample magnetometer measurements (VSM) was performed at
room temperature with a maximum field of 2 T, which was applied on
perpendicular and parallel directions.

The electrical resistance at room temperature was measured with
electrodes prepared by clenching gold wires with indium on the films.
Electric transport and photoconductivity spectroscopy measurements
(PCS) were performed in a closed-circuit system of helium (temperature
range 10 K–340 K up to 0.8 T). A xenon 1000W lamp was used for ex-
citation and an Oriel monochromator. The wavelength sweep rate used
for the measurements of photoconductance spectra was 0.5 nm/s.

3. Results and discussions

3.0.1. XRD, AFM and XANES characterization

Fig. 1(a) shows the XRD pattern of MgFO-STO. The MgFe2O4 (400)
reflection is observed in addition to the STO ones, indicating an epi-
taxial growth of MgFO on (001) STO substrate without any additional
phase. However, the unit cell parameter obtained for MgFO-STO is
a= 8, 433 Å(perpendicular direction), which is higher than reported for
bulk MgFe2O4 by Sheikh Manjura Hoque [25]. In MgFO-MgO sample
case, see Fig. 1(b), because the MgFO (400) reflection is near to the
substrate (200) reflexion, due to similar unit cell parameter, a shoulder
can be distinguished, which is not observed in the MgO substrate (in-
dicated by the arrow in the figure), confirming the epitaxial grown of
MgFO on MgO substrate at (001) direction, too. The obtained stoi-
chiometry ratio by EDX was Fe/Mg ≈ 3 for the MgFO-STO sample.
Taking into account that both samples were grew simultaneously, we
assume that the Fe/Mg ratio is similar for the two samples. This ratio
indicates that the samples are not stoichiometric. Nevertheless, the Fe
ions appear to be not segregated in other crystallographic phases but
spinel structure is conserved.

Fig. 2 shows the AFM 3D images and the transversal profile for both
films within an area of 100 μm2. The 3D images (Fig. 2)) and transversal
profiles (Fig. 2(b) and (d)) indicate a clear difference in the morphology
between the two thin films. The morphology of MgFO-STO film
(Fig. 2(a)) has a columnar formation (∼ 20 nm height) with a root-
mean-square (RMS) surface roughness of 2.37 nm. In contrast, the
RMS= 0.43 nm obtained for the MgFO-MgO is smaller indicating a
smoother superficial texture (Fig. 2(d)). Both samples present a grain
size around 100 nm. Taking account the difference between MgFO
lattice parameter (a = 8.367 Å [25]) and STO and MgO ones
(2a= 7.80 Å and 2a= 8.42 Å) there is a structural mismatch of −6.7%
between the unit cell of MgFO and a double unit cell of STO substrate
and a smaller than 1% in the case of MgO substrate. The mismatch
difference between the two substrates and the film in the interface zone
could generated the difference of the growing mechanics, defining the
surface features. MgFO-MgO sample grown on MgO substrate, which
has a cubic structure as the Mg ferrite, and a cell parameter more si-
milar to the thin film, present a lower roughness. In contrast, MgFO-
STO sample, grown on a substrate with perovskite structure (SrTiO3),
presents a major roughness. The increase in roughness could be a
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consequence of the major strain present in this sample in the interface
MgFO-film/STO substrate during the growing, modelling the surface.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) present the XANES measurements at the Fe-K edge
for both samples. The results are in good agreement with the spectrum
of bulk MgFO, indicating that Fe ions environment is similar to the
expected for Mg ferrite. However, a small shift to lower energies at the
absorption edge was identified for both samples. This shift suggests a
mixed oxidation state of the Fe atoms, which is expected due to the Fe
enrichment observed in the EDS measurements. In order to confirm this
assumption we show a fit obtained from a linear combination of
MgFe2O4 and Fe3O4, see Fig. 3(c) and (d), assuming 28 at.% and 22 at.
% of magnetite in MgFO-STO and MgFO-MgO, respectively. This result
implies that there is a 14 at.% (11 at.%) of ions with +2 oxidation state

and not necessarily the segregation of magnetite. It is important to
clarify that samples do not have magnetite. There is no evidence for any
secondary phase other than Mg ferrite. Magnetite spectrum was used to
determine the fraction of Fe2+ because in magnetite (i.e. an inverted
ferrite) the local environment of Fe2+ and Fe3+ is similar to Mg ferrite.
Therefore, we expect that their contribution to XANES is similar. If the
samples would have such an amount of segregated magnetite, we
should have seen in the XRD spectra.

3.1. Magnetization and XMCD results

The FC magnetization curves (not shown) are nearly temperature
independent between 5 K and 300 K, suggesting Curie temperatures

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of (a) MgFO-STO thin film in a region < <θ20 2 100 degrees. The MgFO peaks appear at low and high angles. Peaks of the substrates are
recognized too. (b) Similar for the MgFO-MgO thin film in the region < <θ42.5 2 44 degrees. In this case the peak due to the MgFO is recognized as a shoulder, which
is not observed in the substrate alone (dashed line).

Fig. 2. Surface 3D AFM images of the MgFO thin films grown on (a) STO and (c) MgO substrates and a transversal profile for (b) MgFO-STO and (d) MgFO-MgO.
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higher than room temperature for both samples. The ZFC and FC curves
measured at 50 Oe applied parallel to the main surface of the films
show small differences indicating that domain wall pinning and/or
magnetic anisotropy may play a role.

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows the hysteresis loops for the two samples.

The MgFO-STO sample shows a rectangular hysteresis loops at all
temperatures with high remanence (Mr) to saturation magnetization
(Ms) ratio Mr/ ∼M 0.8s . From the field derivative of the decreasing field
part branch of the cycle (Fig. 4 (c)) we conclude that there is a unique
ferrimagnetic component with a coercive field that decreases with

Fig. 3. XANES spectra at the Fe-K edge of (a) MgFO-STO and (b) MgFO-MgO samples. The continue lines show the results obtained for the bulk MgFe2O4 reference
sample (MgFe2O4-P). (c and d) Spectra of the thin films compared with the ones resulting from a linear combination of Fe3O4 and the MgFe2O4-P experimental
spectrum. The insets show the pre-peak regions.

Fig. 4. Hysteresis cycles of MgFO-STO (a) and MgFO-MgO (b) taken at 5, 10, 100 and 300 K with a maximum applied field of 0.35 T parallel to the main surface. First
derivative of the magnetization hysteresis loops for MgFO-STO (c) and MgFO-MgO (d) and comparison between both samples at 300 K (e). Hysteresis loops measured
at room temperature with applied field parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the samples for MgFO-STO (f) and MgFO-MgO (g), the curves were registered
between −2 and 2 T, but it is shown a reduce range for clarity.
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temperature between 10 and 300 K(with a maximum Hc(10 K)
= 0.053 T) and at 5 K the coercivity decreases.

In contrast, the hysteresis cycles of the MgFO-MgO sample
(Fig. 4(b)) show a smaller Mr/Ms ratio and from the derivative (Fig. 4
(d)) we infer the presence of more than one magnetic component in
measurements below 300 K based on the two different coercivities ob-
served. One of the components has null coercivity and is clearly dis-
tinguish from the other in the 5 and 10 K measurements. This compo-
nent confire the S-shape characteristic of the M-H loops. It is usual, the
observation of this behavior in nanometric ferrite systems [26] and it
has been assigned to surface spin canting effect [10]. The other com-
ponent has coercivities in the order of the unique component of MgFO-
STO sample. At room temperature, Ms of both samples are similar
(MgFO-STO: 364 emu/cm3 and MgFO-MgO: 330 emu/cm3) and also the
coercivities ( =H 0.02c T and =H 0.017c T, respectively) as can be ob-
tained from the derivatives (Fig. 4(e)). The obtained saturation mag-
netization is higher by 70% approximately, than the previously reported
for similar systems [27,20,28].

The main difference between both samples is the shape of the
magnetic hysteresis loops. The conditions to obtain a rectangular loop
(as in MgO-STO thin film) for a ferro or ferrimagnetic material can be
[29]: (i) high degree of symmetry and several axes of easy magnetiza-
tion, (ii) high crystallographic anisotropy, (iii) magnetic coupling be-
tween grains (iv) homogeneity of grain size and/or (v) microscopic
inhomogeneities which acts as anchors of the walls of domains. The
condition (i) is common in cubic structures as ferrites with spinel
structure. In order to confirm condition (ii) we performed measure-
ments with the applied field parallel and perpendicular to the sample
plane (see Fig. 4(f) and (g)). It can be seen that the film grown on STO
shows a higher magnetic anisotropy, which could be considered a
consequence of unit cell parameter distortion (contraction in the plane,
compensated for a lengthening in perpendicular plane direction as was
mentioned in Section 3.0.1) generated by the epitaxial growing. The
enhancement of anisotropy energy helps in holding the magnetic mo-
ments in a certain direction by prevent spin canting. This effect has
been observed in other ferrite systems [9].

The uniformity of grain size were confirm in both samples by AFM
measurements and concerning the microscopic inhomogeneities the
main difference between both samples are the superficial columnar
formations observed in the MgFO-STO sample (see Section 3.0.1). The
last is probably the main reason that induces the high value of Mr/Ms

ratio. Because the geometry of both samples was the same, the observed
differences are not related to a shape anisotropy.

Fig. 5(a) shows the XAS L2,3-Fe spectra for the MgFO-STO sample,
carried out with applied fields ± 0.6 T. The corresponding XMCD signal
is shown in Fig. 5(b). The L3-Fe XMCD signal presents one positive and
two negatives peaks. The positive peaks correspond to Fe3+ ions in A
sites and the negative ones to Fe3+ in B sites [30]. The negative peak

corresponding to Fe2+ in XMCD spectrum of MgFO-STO sample,
overlap with the first negative peak of the Fe3+ one and only modify its
relative intensity as can be seen for the case of magnetite in Fig. 2 of
Ref. [31]. Iron ions in A sites are aligned antiparallel and those in B sites
that are parallel to the applied field. From the relative intensities of the
A and B peaks IB/IA, it is possible to determine their relative occupation
XB/ ∼X 1.5A in A and B sites [31].

Taking account the concentration Fe/Mg∼ 3 determined by EDX
and XB/ ∼X 1.5A from XMCD, it is possible to obtain the compositional
formula for the Mg ferrite thin film as ( +Fe0.9

3

Mg0.1)A[Fe
3+
1.14Fe2+0.21Mg0.65]BO4. Then, the Mg ions occupy only 10 % of

the A sites, as previously reported for stoichiometric Mg ferrites [32].
The Fe ions in this ferrite occupy B sites with +2 (7%) and +3 (93%)
oxidation. The percentages of +2 and +3 oxidation states are deduced
from the percentage of the magnetite-like contribution obtained from
the XANES fit (28%).

This explains the high value of saturation magnetization observed:
there is ferromagnetic coupling between FeB sites not only due to the
inversion, which is the usual mechanism in Mg ferrites, but also due to
the double exchange interaction between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in B sites.

3.2. Transport measurements

Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the
two samples. The behaviour is the typical one for semiconducting
materials. The resistivity of the samples obtained from their resistance
and geometry is =−ρ K(300 ) 24.0MgFO STO Ω mm and

=−ρ K(300 ) 4.0MgFO MgO Ω mm. The difference in absolute values of the
resistivity and in the temperature dependence between the two samples
can be simply due to the parallel contribution of the less resistive in-
terface between MgFO and STO. It was previously reported that STO
substrate can reduce during the fabrication of the film [33]. The oxygen
vacancies at the interface substrate/film induce a n-type semi-
conducting character lowering the resistivity with respect to the bulk.

As can be seen in Fig. 7(a), the electrical resistivity of both samples
show a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence. Only at high tem-
peratures, between 160 K and 300 K (see inset in Fig. 7(a)) the samples
appear to follow an Arrhenius behavior. From the linear fits to ln ρ ρ( / )0
vs. T1/ the values obtained for the apparent activation energy are

= ±E 99.25 0.04a meV and ±82.17 0.02 meV for MgFO-MgO and MgFO-
STO, respectively. At lower temperatures a hopping transport me-
chanism comes into play, in which the carrier transport does not longer
take place via band states but instead by tunnelling hopping between
localized states, as the variable-range hopping (VRH) mechanism. The
temperature dependence of the resistivity in the VRH can be re-
presented as =

∗ρ ρ exp T T( / )β
0 [30,31] where ρ0 is constant and ∗T is a

material dependent characteristic temperature, proportional to the in-
verse of the density of states at the Fermi level and a localization length.

Fig. 5. L2,3-Fe edges XAS spectra of the MgFO-STO sample with an applied field of 0.6 T. (b) XMCD signals for MgFO-STO.
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Within the Mott VRH mechanism the parameter =β 1/4 and 1/3 for
three dimensional (3D) and 2D systems, respectively, for a constant
density of states at Fermi level [34,35]. In our case, however, both
samples show a dependence with =β 1/2, see Fig. 7(b). This β value
corresponds to the case treated by Pollak, Knotek, Efros and Shklovskii
[36–38] where in 2D and due to electron-electron interactions the re-
sulting Coulomb gap derives in a linear in energy density of states at the
Fermi level. From the fit of the curves ln ρ ρ( / )0 vs. T1/ 0.5, we obtain

∼ ×
∗T 27 103 K and ×22 103 K for MgFO-MgO and MgFO-STO, re-

spectively. This value is not yet reported for Mg ferrite system. However
the obtained values are of the order of those reported for similar sys-
tems as BaTiO3 ( = ×

∗T 44.8 103 K) [39].
The photoconductivity spectra (PCS) was measured in both samples

at room temperature. PCS is defined as = −PCS σ hν σ σ σ hν[ ( ) ]/ , ( )d d is
the conductivity under illumination with photon energy hν and σd is the
conductivity in dark.

The PCS of MgFO-STO sample is shown in Fig. 8 (black squares). As
can be seen PCS has an increase of 40 % when the sample is illuminated
with near UV light. The photocurrent shows two clear onsets at 3.26 eV
and 3.39 eV. The maxima in the derivative (see inset in Fig. 8) clearly
identify the respective band gaps at 3.26 eV and 3.40 eV at room tem-
perature. These photoconductivity edges matching with the indirect
(∼ 3.25 eV) and direct gap (3.40 eV) reported for SrTiO3 [40]. These
results confirm the fact that the measured resistance of the MgFO-STO
sample should be treated as two conducting paths in parallel. Inter-
estingly, above 3.50 eV the resistivity increases abruptly suggesting a

strong recombination mechanism, which overwhelms the contribution
to the conductivity of the direct gap photo carriers. This mechanism
could be associated to surface/interface recombination centers. Our
results suggest that the substrate plays an important role in the gen-
eration of photo carriers and the interfaces in the insulating MgFO thin
film are sources of recombination centers. The thin film deposited on
MgO does not exhibit significant photoconductivity at room tempera-
ture, as is shown in Fig. 8 (blue circles).

4. Conclusion

MgFe2O4 non-stoichiometric thin films on SrTiO3 and MgO sub-
strates were obtained by a FeO/MgO multilayer DC magnetron sput-
tering deposition. The morphology as well as the magnetic and trans-
port properties show the effect of the substrate in this kind of systems.
MgFe2O4 thin films have a magnetization at saturation higher than the
reported for bulk MgFe2O4 at room temperature. This enhancement is
due to the mixed oxidation state of iron that induce ferromagnetic
coupling between FeB sites via double exchange interaction, in addition
to the ferrimagnetism induced by the partial inversion that is usual in
Mg ferrites. Both films show field hysteresis loops of rectangular shape
at room temperature but the Mr/Ms relationship is higher in the MgFO-
STO probably due to microscopic inhomogeneities and cell distortion
(enlargment in the direction perpendicular to film plane), product of
the higher mismatch between MgFO and STO. Whereas this char-
acteristic remains at all temperatures in the MgFO-STO film, the

Fig. 6. Normalized resistance of samples MgFO-MgO and MgFO-STO as a
function of temperature in the range 50 K–300 K.

Fig. 7. (a) Normalized resistivity of MgFO-MgO and MgFO-STO samples as a function of temperature vs. inverse temperature. Inset: The same but in a smaller
temperature range including linear fits to the data. (b) ln ρ ρ( / )0 vs. T1/ 1/2 for both samples and the corresponding linear fits.

Fig. 8. Photoconductance as a function of the incident light energy for the
sample MgFO-STO (black squares) and MgFO-MgO (blue circles) at room
temperature. The direct and indirect band gap associated to STO substrate are
indicated by arrows. Inset: PCS derivative.
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hysteresis of the film deposited on MgO and at <T 300 K, shows clear
changes that indicate the presence of more than one magnetic compo-
nent. Both samples show high resistivity at room temperature and
semiconducting-like behaviour with different activation energies upon
temperature range. The MgFO-STO sample presents an increase around
40% of the photoconductance in the near UV range at room tempera-
ture due to the indirect and direct band gaps of the SrTiO3 substrate.
The results strengthen this ferrite system as a candidate for optical and/
or magneto-optical sensors and storage device applications.
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